Program

July 17, Tuesday (Day of arrival)

17:00 - 19:00 Reception at the university building (Room: E 222)

19:30 Joint dinner, restaurant ADLER, Ermatingen (Schweiz)

July 18, Wednesday: Open discussions

9:00 - 10:30 Helen Weinreich-Haste (Bath): "Moral action, moral responsibility, and extraordinary moral responsibility."

11:00 - 12:30 Tom Wren (Chicago): "Moral motivation and moral action."

14:30 - 16:00 Discussion papers on the morning topics

16:30 - 18:00 Georg Lind (Konstanz): "Change or development? A comparison of two paradigms of conceiving the outcome of education."

July 19, Thursday: Paper sessions

9:00 - 10:30 Ralph Brieche / Helmut Fend (Konstanz): "Moral Judgment and political attitudes in adolescents."

11:00 - 12:30 Ian Vine (Bradford): "Is Kohlberg's 'principled' moral reasoning a developmental myth?"

14:00 - 15:30 Fritz Oser (Fribourg): "Life space and moral discussion: Moral decision under constraint."

16:00 - 17:30 Ben Bradley (Coventry): "Language and the dissolution of individuality."

July 20, Friday (Day of departure)

9:00 - 11:00 Business meeting

Afternoon Optional: Joint excursion on the Lake of Konstanz (Bodensee)

All enquiries to: Georg Lind
Forschungsgruppe Hochschulsozialisation
Universität, Postfach 5560
D-7750 Konstanz, FR Germany
Tel. (07531) 88 28 95 (Office)
88 28 96 (Secr.)